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SUMMARY

A combined helicopter borne EM and magnetometer 

survey was conducted to the south of St. Ignace Island 

covering part of Lake Superior. Water depth in this 

area varied between zero and 200 ft.

A number of anomalies were detected coinciding with 

a zone of two small islands. These electromagnetic anomalies 

appear to reflect changes in the permeability and conductivity 

of basic rocks rather than sulphide deposits.

No anomalies indicating a sulphide deposit were found.
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A combined electromagnetic and magnetometer survey 

was conducted on behalf of Tombill Mines Limited off St. 

Ignace Island on June 7th, 1971. It was the purpose of the 

survey to prospect for base metal mineralization occuring 

in sulphide bodies. The area of the survey is covered 

by shallow water which limits any other form of exploration.

ACCESS

The area lies to the south of St. Ignace Island and 

is easily accessible from Lake Superior and from places 

along the shore of the lake, such as Rossport.

TOPOGRAPHY

The area of the survey is almost entirely covered by 

the water of Lake Superior. Water depths vary between shallow 

water and 200 ft. A few islands are included in the surveyed 

area.

GEOLOGY

The geology of the area is described on Map 2137 of 

the Geological Compilation Series of the Ontario Department 

of Mines. The area is underlain by Proterozoic extrusive 

and intrusive rocks, partly of the Osler Group consisting of 

volcanic lavas and pyroclastic rocks, partly by quartz porphyry 

and diabase intrusives. The Proterozoic rocks are fairly
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flat lying, they dip towards Lake Superior and they overlie 

the older Precambrian with a distinct unconformity. Several 

copper-silver showings occur on St. Ignace Island.

Further information can be gained from Map 2132 

Simpson Island of the Magnetic Series of the Geological 

Survey of Canada. The area underlain by quartz porphyry, 

particularly the area to the north of Armour Island, appears 

as a strong magnetic anomaly. Two cross structures, which 

somehow converge towards the area of this survey, are 

apparent from the government magnetic map, one to follow 

the west side of the quartz porphyry and the east shore of King 

Lake on St. Ignace Island, the second to transgress McEachan 

Lake. The immediate area of the survey is not included in 

the government aeromagnetic map.
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INSTRUMENTS

The instruments used for the geophysical 

survey are described on a data sheet included with this 

report. The survey was conducted with a Bell 47 G3 B2 

helicopter owned and operated by Sander Geophysics Ltd. 

The helicopter was equipped with EM and Magnetometer 

instrumentation and a radio altimeter. In the Sander 

survey system, the entire EM instrument and the 

detection head of the nuclear precession magnetometer 

are installed in a 'Bird' towed 65 ft. below the 

aircraft. In this way EM and magnetometer data are 

surveyed at a level approximately 65 ft. below the 

flying heights of the aircraft.

The electromagnetic system consists of two 

co-axial coils mounted on either side of the 'Bird' at 

a separation of 23 feet from each other. The axis of 

the coil system is horizontal. The instrument works on 

a frequency of 1,000 Hz and measures the in-phase and 

out-of-phase response of conductors below the survey 

system.

The system is calibrated in parts per million 

of the primary field present at the location of the 

receiving coil in the absence of conducting material in
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the vicinity of the system. Provisions are made to test 

the response of the amplifiers and the total system and 

to calibrate the instrumentation in flight as to its 

sensitivity.

Changes in the EM response are recorded in two 

components of the electromagnetic field, in-phase and 

out-of-phase. There are limits to the detectability of 

anomalies due to the ambient noise present while surveying 

with the towed 'Bird 1 system. The noise is primarily 

due to mechanical changes in the 'Bird 1 caused by the 

mechanical stresses to the system in flight and to a 

lesser degree, due to electromagnetic noise. Electromagnetic 

noise, either man made or atmospheric, has not been found 

to be a large source of disturbance. The effect of 

mechanical changes within the 'Bird', especially under 

difficult flying conditions, is the predominant source 

of noise.

Mechanical noise influences the in-phase portion 

of the electromagnetic system to a larger degree than the 

out-of-phase portion and, generally, background noise on 

the in-phase trace is higher than on the out-of-phase trace. 

Average noise conditions are such that an anomaly of 

two or three parts per million can be detected on the
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out-of-phase trace and an anomaly of four or five parts 

per million can be detected on the in-phase trace.

In an electromagnetic system of the type used 

for this survey electrical circuits are used to balance 

the effect of the transmitted primary field on the 

receiving coil. These circuits are subject to a certain 

amount of drift and changes over long periods can be 

observed on the instrumentation, however, these long term 

changes do not affect the readability of anomalies since 

anomalies observed in flight occur only for short periods 

and can be distinguished clearly from the long term drift. 

The Sander Geophysics Ltd. EM instrument contains circuits 

to offset the long term drift in discrete steps so that 

the drift can be observed and corrected.

At a frequency of 1,000 cycles and the physical 

parameters used in the survey system, anomalies can be 

expected only from material which has a very high 

conductivity, such as electrically conducting sulphide, 

graphite and certain glacial clays. Under conditions 

prevailing in Canada we have found only out-of-phase 

anomalies resulting from glacial clays and these are 

limited to sediments either in lake bottom or in areas 

which have been lake bottoms during the postglacial times
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Anomalies from conductors of interest are expressed by a 

decrease in the electromagnetic field strength observed 

in the receiving coil, in other words, the conductor 

shields the receiving coil from a portion of the electro 

magnetic field transmitted by the other coil. This decrease 

might vary from a thousand parts per million in extreme 

cases to anomalies which are so small that they cannot 

be detected in the presence of the general noise level 

i.e. anomalies which are less than two parts per million. 

The response depends on the physical size of the conductor, 

its conductivity and on the distance between the electro 

magnetic system and the conductor. Measurements are 

extremely sensitive to the distance since the electromagnetic 

field has to be transmitted from the system to the ground 

conductor and has to be re-transmitted from the ground 

conductors to the electromagnetic detection system. The 

strength of the anomaly observed is roughly inversely 

proportional to the third power of the distance. This 

function depends on the size of the conductor and it might 

vary between second power and fourth power in practical cases,

The phase relationship between the primary field 

and the secondary field observed depends on the conduct 

ivity of the body causing the anomaly. If this conductivity
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is relatively low, the anomaly will be essentially out-of- 

phase with the primary field. As the conductivity increases, 

the electromagnetic anomaly will be more and more in-phase 

and it is possible to observe anomalies from very good 

conductors which are entirely in-phase with the exciting 

field. However, such in-phase anomalies are not very 

common. On the other hand, conductors which consist of 

disseminated sulphides or graphite can have an impedence 

high enough to cause anomalies which are almost 90" 

shifted in-phase in respect to the exciting field. In 

some cases anomalies caused by overburden conductors 

can be observed in the out-of-phase portion of the field.

We are using the following scale to describe the 

conductivity width product of individual anomalies:

1. Only in-phase

2. Mostly in-phase

3. In-phase and out-of-phase

4. Mostly out-of-phase

5. Only out-of-phase 

M. Magnetic correlation

A graph relating to the conductivity width product 

of a vertical half plane for the response of the Sander EM 

system is enclosed with this report.
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TECHNICAL DATA

The survey was conducted by flying lines in the 

north south and the northwest southeast direction. The 

distance between the lines varies between one eighth and 

one quarter of a mile. Survey heights varied from between 

50ft. and 100 ft. above the water.

The location of the survey lines and points along 

the lines was determined by sight, using the islands as 

reference points.

A 16 mm tracking camera was used to record the flight 

path. Under the circumstances, these pictures are only 

useful when the survey helicopter crossed the islands.
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TECHNICAL DATA

EM, MAGNETOMETER AND GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER SYSTEM

Weight: Towed structure
Instrumentation inside helicopter
Gamma Ray Spectrometer
16 mm Camera
Magnetic Tape Recorder

140 Ibs 
40 Ibs 
50 Ibs 
20 Ibs 
10 Ibs

260 Ibs

EM INSTRUMENT: SANDER HELICOPTER EM-3

Frequency 
Coil separation 
Coils 
Measured unit

1,000 .Hz
23 ft.
Vertical and co-axial
Parts per million of the primary
field, in-phase and out-of-phase
component.

MAGNETOMETER: SANDER NPM-4

Type
Measuring interval
Resolution
Stability

Nuclear Precession Magnetometer 
l second or 1/2 second 
10 gammas, l gamma or 0.1 gamma 
Better than l gamma *40 C C to -40 C C

GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER: SANDER SPM-10

4 trace
Crystal size
Crystal temperature stabilized

Total, K, 
8" x 4"

U, Th.

CAMERA: SANDER CMS-l2

Type 16 mm very wide angle 
Electronic picture marking and 
fiducial system

RECORDER: CENTURY 444

6 trace optical galvanometer, time sharing used

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER: SANDER MCR-1

Digital recording of up to 24 channels
Cycling rate Minimum - 5 times per second

Maximum - 120 times per second
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Enclosed you will find a response curve for the 
Sander helicopter borne EM system giving the electromagnetic 
response of a narrow vertical half plane under the survey 
system. The response is plotted in respect to the 
conductivity width product. Many sulphide zones can be 
approximated by a vertical half plane. If a vertical zone 
is 700 ft. long and a few hundred feet deep, it will 
appear as a half plane to a survey system 130 ft. above 
the ground.

The response is given in parts per million. This 
response varies approximately with the third power of the 
distance between the upper edge of the half plane and the 
survey system. Our EM system has a noise level of t l p.p.m. 
in the out-of-phase field and 4^ 2 p.p.m. in the in-phase 
field. If the cause of the anomaly can be approximated 
by a vertical half plane, we should be able to recognize 
anomalies at a distance of 300 ft. from the survey boom. 
However, most geological conductors have a width which 
is not really small compared to the 300 ft. distance and 
in practice, it is quite possible to recognize electromagnetic 
anomalies from conductors up to 400 ft. away from the survey 
system. We have been able to prove this experimentally. 
At a survey height of 100 ft. this corresponds to a depth 
penetration of 300 ft.

The range of conductivity width products which can 
be observed is quite large. At first glance, it might 
seem that the system favours good conductors because of the 
much higher in-phase response. However, in practice, it is 
easier to observe small anomalies in the out-of-phase 
portion of the field than in the in-rphase portion and it 
certainly helps to be able to recognize the anomaly on both 
traces rather than on the in-phase trace only. For this 
reason, anomalies on the lower end of the conductivity scale 
can be recognized quite well.

It is relatively simple to vary the frequency of an 
electromagnetic system. If a higher frequency would be used, 
all conductors would appear to have a higher conductivity 
and would show stronger in-phase response. On the other hand, 
more overburden anomalies would be noticed by the instrument. 
The frequency of an EM system should be adjusted to fit the 
conditions of the area to be surveyed.
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RESPONSE CURVE FOR A "VERTICAL HALF PLANE"

SANDER HELICOPTER BORNE EM SYSTEM
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RESULTS

The results of the survey are shown on two maps 

included with this report. We will discuss the magnetometer 

map first and the electromagnetic map second,

A number of magnetic anomalies are shown to transgress 

the area in the direction of Talbot Island and conforming 

with the chain of islands to the south of Owl and Paradise 

Islands. These anomalies might be related to the intrusive 

sills which cause appreciable magnetic anomalies on the 

regional map. The anomalies terminate somewhat south of 

Hope Island. This termination might again be related to a 

fault structure.

Strong electromagnetic anomalies were observed over 

Talbot Island and the unnamed island to the north. The 

anomalies are of a phase opposite to the phase relationship 

expected for sulphide conductors. They appear to be related 

to the magnetic anomalies and possibly to secondary alterations 

in the intrusive series.

Anomalies representing an increase in the electro 

magnetic field and being expressed only in the in-phase 

portion of the field are not uncommon. They are related to 

changes in the magnetic permeability of the rocks and are 

closely related to magnetic anomalies. Generally, these 

anomalies are caused by basic or ultrabasic rocks.
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We are not certain whether the fact that the area is 

covered by water contributes to the electromagnetic effect. 

If so, we would not expect the electrical conductivity of 

the water, but possibly its dialectric constant to be 

responsible for the anomalies. However, the anomalies are 

definitely not caused by changes in the depth of water. 

There are islands in the area which do not show any electro 

magnetic effect. This leads us to believe that the anomalies 

are due to the intrusive rocks in the vicinity of the islands 

and possibly due to the water surrounding these rocks.

We feel certain that the anomalies are not caused by 

sulphide conductors and that, as far as exploration is 

concerned, they are probably of academical interest. The 

survey did not detect any anomalies which indicate a sulphide 

deposit.

Respectfully submitted

e W.^Sander Ph.D., P.Eng.


